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Important Notice

This Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation or a solicitation of any offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of any securities in the 
Company.  In addition, it is not intended to form the basis of or act as an inducement to enter into any contract or investment activity and should not be 
considered as a recommendation by the Company to do so.

Certain statements in this document are forward-looking statements which are based on the Company's expectations, intentions and projections 
regarding its future performance, anticipated events or trends and other matters that are not historical facts.  These statements are not guarantees of 
future performance and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.  Factors that would cause actual results or events to differ from current expectations, 
intentions or projections might include, amongst other things, changes in oil prices, changes in equity markets, failure to establish estimated petroleum 
reserves, political risks, changes to regulations affecting the Company's activities, delays in obtaining or failure to obtain any required regulatory approval, 
failure of equipment, uncertainties relating to the availability and costs of financing needed in the future, the uncertainties involved in interpreting drilling 
results and other geological, geophysical and engineering data, delays in obtaining geological results and other risks associated with offshore exploration, 
development and production.  Given these risks and uncertainties, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.  Forward-
looking statements speak only as of the date of such statements and, except as required by applicable law, the Company undertakes no obligation to 
update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

The information in this Presentation, which does not purport to be comprehensive, has not been verified by the Company or any other person.  No 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be given by the Company or its directors, officers, employees or advisers or any other person as 
to the accuracy or completeness of the Presentation and, so far as permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency 
thereof, or for any errors, omissions or miss-statements, negligent or otherwise, relating thereto.  In particular, but without limitation, (subject as 
aforesaid) no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on 
any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts and nothing in this Presentation is or should be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future.  
Accordingly, (subject as aforesaid), neither the Company, nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees or advisers, nor any other person, shall 
be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement in or omission from the 
Presentation or any other written or oral communication with the recipient or its advisers in connection with the Presentation and (save in the case of 
fraudulent misrepresentation or wilful non-disclosure) any such liability is expressly disclaimed. 

In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake any obligation to provide any additional information or to update this Presentation or to 
correct any inaccuracies that may become apparent. 
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Sea Lion – Harbour not proceeding
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→ Harbour Energy has announced it will not proceed with Sea Lion

→ Harbour announcement cited Sea Lion “not a strategic fit”

→ Navitas remains interested in the Sea Lion development 

→ Under Heads of Terms signed January 2020 Harbour has 90 days from 30 September to inform Rockhopper of its intentions 

in relation to next steps

→ Potential outcomes are varied and require regulatory consent but include :-

→ A negotiated exit by Harbour and transfer of all licence interests to Rockhopper or Rockhopper and Navitas

→ Harbour stepping into Navitas position

→ Rockhopper acquire PL032 for $1

→ The commercial terms announced in January 2016 coming back into force

→ Rockhopper becoming Operator and entering new agreement with Navitas
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Sea Lion – next steps
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→ Engagement with all stakeholders

→ Falkland Islands Government (“FIG”) dissolved the political arm of Government in late September with elections due 4 

November 2021 - political engagement not possible until post that date

→ Harbour yet to inform Rockhopper of its preferred method of exiting the acreage – discussions required on this issue

→ Regulatory approval required (from FIG) for any change in the licence holding position and operatorship

→ Navitas remain interested 

→ Rockhopper and Navitas in discussions about potential future commercial arrangements

→ Rockhopper and Navitas intend to further review the development concept to determine if an alternative approach might be 

more suitable for the new potential joint venture

→ Rockhopper will engage constructively with FIG, Navitas and Harbour to determine the way ahead
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Sea Lion – other potential implications
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→ Financial

→ Should Harbour exit the Falklands then the commercial arrangements disclosed on 7 January 2020 will fall away

→ Rockhopper is in discussion with Navitas regarding its future involvement and funding contribution

→ Possible impact on deferred capital gains tax liability relating to the 2012 farm out to Premier Oil

→ Certain project wind down and decommissioning costs shared between Rockhopper and Harbour on a 40:60 basis

→ The main item relates to a temporary dock facility in Stanley installed for the 2014 drilling campaign

→ The exact cost and timing of this are yet to be determined

→ Operatorship

→ Rockhopper has maintained a minimum level of in-house knowledge and expertise from the 2010 drilling campaign

→ Rockhopper confident it can become Operator as and when Harbour exits the Falklands

→ Believe we still have unparalleled knowledge of Sea Lion and the North Falkland Basin
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Ombrina Mare arbitration against Republic of Italy
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2010
Italy introduces ban on offshore 
drilling within 12 miles of coast

2012 
Italy amends ban allowing 
Ombrina Mare project to 
proceed

2014
Rockhopper takeover of 
Mediterranean Oil & Gas plc

2016
Italy re-introduces ban 
Production Concession denied

→ International arbitration under ICSID (World Bank)

→ Seeking significant monetary damages

→ Hearings took place February and November 2019

→ Cost borne by arbitration funder on “no win - no fee”

2008
Mediterranean Oil & Gas plc 
drills and tests Ombrina Mare 
field

2009
Application for Production 
Concession submitted

Energy Charter Treaty designed to provide a stable platform for 

energy sector investments - Republic of Italy founding signatory



Ombrina Mare arbitration against Republic of Italy
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→ Italy has requested the Panel re-assess its view on jurisdiction

→ At the fist hearing in February 2019, Italy sought to have the arbitration suspended on the grounds that intra EU disputes 

should not be settled in international arbitration

→ The Panel rejected this request in June 2019 as announced by the Company on 27 June 2019

→ In late September 2021 the Italian Republic requested the Panel re-assess their previously delivered ruling on jurisdiction 

based on c-741/19, Moldavia v. Komstroy LLC, a claim under the ECT relating to the provision of electricity from Ukraine to 

Moldova.  Neither the claimant nor respondent are EU members. The ruling included an indication that using things like 

ICSID to settle intra EU disputes was in contravention of EU law

→ The Panel asked for both sides to comment on this new material – Rockhopper legal advisers to make submission by 6 

October 2021
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Company structure and costs
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→ Major cost saving already implemented

→ 2021 H1 G&A down approximately 40% compared to H1 2020 

→ 2020 G&A down 65% compared to 2014 levels

→ Voluntary executive pay cuts implemented

→ Maintained minimum level of internal capability with direct Sea Lion 

knowledge and experience

→ Geology / Facilities / Reservoir Engineering

→ Office moved to Salisbury, London office successfully sub let

→ Operatorship will mean spend

→ Likely eventual transfer of Operatorship to Rockhopper

→ Decommissioning costs

→ Pushing the project forward – hopefully with Navitas involved
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The North Falkland Basin - a world class 
hydrocarbon province
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Benign met-ocean conditions in c.450 meters water depth

Extensively appraised

→ Excellent quality 3D seismic across entire field

→ 8 well penetrations, 2 production tests

→ Extensive suite of high quality well data

→ Discovered and independently audited oil resources 
of 517 mmbbls (2C) and 900 mmbbls (3C)

→ Substantial upside through additional low-risk, near-field 
exploration opportunities

Proven development concept

→ Conventional FPSO / subsea development

→ Extensive project development and engineering complete

→ Phased approach to reduce upfront cost

Regulatory interface well advanced

→ Comprehensive assurance process

→ Field Development Plan substantially agreed

→ Extensive environment work completed

Attractive fiscal regime

→ Positive commercial and fiscal engagement with FIG; 9% royalty; 26% CT



Material upside potential
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Capture 3C resource 
within Sea Lion

Low risk exploration upside located 
close to Sea Lion

Further exploration and appraisal 
of Isobel-Elaine



Easy drilling / operating conditions
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Time / Depth curves for Rockhopper Operated 2010/2011 drilling campaign 



Summary
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→ Although Harbour’s exit is a difficult moment, it is also a huge opportunity

→ We continue to believe in the Sea Lion development and will continue to explore all avenues to 

bring the project on to production

→ Harbour no longer proceeding

→ Engagement required with all parties to determine the method and timing of their exit and any 

financial implications

→ Navitas remains interested, discussions ongoing

→ Any changes to licence position require regulatory consent, engagement with FIG already started 

but elections in the Islands a factor

→ Rockhopper could return to role as Operator (as in the period 2004-2012)

→ Ombrina Mare arbitration continues, await further update from the Tribunal
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